A continuation principle of Leray-Schauder type is presented for contractions with respect to a gauge structure depending on the homotopy parameter. The result involves the most general notion of a contractive map on a gauge space and in particular yields homotopy invariance results for several types of generalized contractions.
Introduction
One of the most useful results in nonlinear functional analysis, the Banach contraction principle, states that every contraction on a complete metric space into itself has a unique fixed point which can be obtained by successive approximations starting from any element of the space.
Further extensions have tried to relax the metrical structure of the space, its completeness, or the contraction condition itself. Thus, there are known versions of the Banach fixed point theorem for contractions defined on subsets of locally convex spaces: Marinescu [18, page 181] , in gauge spaces (spaces endowed with a family of pseudometrics): Colojoarȃ [5] and Gheorghiu [11] , in uniform spaces: Knill [16] , and in syntopogenous spaces: Precup [21] .
As concerns the completeness of the space, there are known results for a space endowed with two metrics (or, more generally, with two families of pseudometrics). The space is assumed to be complete with respect to one of them, while the contraction condition is expressed in terms of the second one. The first result in this direction is due to Maia [17] . The extensions of Maia's result to gauge spaces with two families of pseudometrics and to spaces with two syntopogenous structures were given by Gheorghiu [12] and Precup [22] , respectively.
As regards the contraction condition, several results have been established for various types of generalized contractions on metric spaces. We only refer to the earlier papers of Kannan [15] , Reich [27] , Rus [29] , andĆirić [4] , and to the survey article of Rhoades [28] . We may say that almost every fixed point theorem for self-maps can be accompanied by a continuation result of Leray-Schauder type (or a homotopy invariance result). An elementary proof of the continuation principle for contractions on closed subsets of a Banach space (another proof is based on the degree theory) is due to Gatica and Kirk [10] . The homotopy invariance principle for contractions on complete metric spaces was established by Granas [14] (see also Frigon and Granas [8] and Andres and Górniewicz [2] ), extended to spaces endowed with two metrics or two vector-valued metrics, and completed by an iterative procedure of discrete continuation along the fixed points curve by Precup [23, 24] (see also O'Regan and Precup [19] and Precup [26] ). Continuation results for contractions on complete gauge spaces were given by Frigon [7] and for generalized contractions in the sense of Kannan-Reich-Rus andĆirić, by Agarwal and O'Regan [1] and the first author [3] .
However, until now, a unitary continuation theory for the most general notion of a contraction in gauge spaces has not been developed. The goal of this paper is to fill this gap solving this way a problem stated in Precup [25] . We are also motivated by a number of papers which have been published in the last decade, such as those of Frigon and Granas [9] and O'Regan and Precup [20] , and also by the applications to integral and differential equations in locally convex spaces, see Gheorghiu and Turinici [13] .
Preliminaries
2.1. Gauge spaces. Let X be any set. A map p :
, and p(x, y) ≤ p(x,z) + p(z, y) for every x, y,z ∈ X. A family ᏼ ={p α } α∈A of pseudometrics on X (or a gauge structure on X) is said to be separating if for each pair of points x, y ∈ X with x = y, there is a p α ∈ ᏼ such that p α (x, y) = 0. A pair (X,ᏼ) of a nonempty set X and a separating gauge structure ᏼ on X is called a gauge space.
It is well known (see Dugundji [6, pages 198-204] ) that any family ᏼ of pseudometrics on a set X induces on X a structure ᐁ of uniform space and conversely, any uniform structure on X is induced by a family of pseudometrics on X. In addition, ᐁ is separating (or Hausdorff) if and only if ᏼ is separating. Hence we may identify the gauge spaces and the Hausdorff uniform spaces.
For the rest of this section we consider a gauge space (X,ᏼ) with the gauge structure ᏼ = {p α } α∈A . A sequence (x n ) of elements in X is said to be Cauchy if for every ε > 0 and α ∈ A, there is an N with p α (x n ,x n+k ) ≤ ε for all n ≥ N and k ∈ N. The sequence (x n ) is called convergent if there exists an x 0 ∈ X such that for every ε > 0 and α ∈ A, there is an N with p α (x 0 ,x n ) ≤ ε for all n ≥ N. A gauge space is called sequentially complete if any Cauchy sequence is convergent. A subset of X is said to be sequentially closed if it contains the limit of any convergent sequence of its elements.
General contractions on gauge spaces.
We now recall the notion of contraction on a gauge space introduced by Gheorghiu [11] . Let (X,ᏼ) be a gauge space with
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for every α ∈ A and x, y ∈ D. Here, ϕ n is the nth iteration of ϕ.
Notice that a sufficient condition for (2.2) is that
The above definition contains as particular cases the notion of contraction on a subset of a locally convex space introduced by Marinescu [18] , for which ϕ 2 = ϕ, and the most worked notion of contraction on a gauge space as defined in Tarafdar [30] , which corresponds to ϕ(α) = α and a α < 1 for all α ∈ A.
Given a space X endowed with two gauge structures ᏼ = {p α } α∈A and ᏽ = {q β } β∈B , in order to precise the gauge structure with respect to which a topological-type notion is considered, we will indicate the corresponding gauge structure in light of that notion. So, we will speak about ᏼ-Cauchy, ᏽ-Cauchy, ᏼ-convergent, and ᏽ-convergent sequences; ᏼ-sequentially closed and ᏽ-sequentially closed sets; ᏼ-contractions and ᏽ-contractions, and so forth. Also we say that a map F : X → X is (ᏼ,ᏽ)-sequentially continuous if for every ᏼ-convergent sequence (x n ) with the limit x, the sequence (F(x n )) is ᏽ-convergent to F(x).
We now state Gheorghiu's fixed point theorem of Maia type for self-maps of gauge spaces [12] . Theorem 2.1 (Gheorghiu) . Let X be a nonempty set endowed with two separating gauge structures ᏼ = {p α } α∈A and ᏽ = {q β } β∈B and let F : X → X be a map. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
Then F has a unique fixed point which can be obtained by successive approximations starting from any element of X.
The following slight extension of Gheorghiu's theorem will be used in the sequel. Proof. Take any x 0 ∈ D 0 and consider the sequence (x n ) of successive approximations,
The uniqueness is a consequence of (iv).
Generalized contractions on metric spaces.
It is worth noting that a number of fixed point results for generalized contractions on complete metric spaces appear as direct consequences of Theorem 2.2. Here are two examples.
Let (X, p) be a complete metric space and F : X → X a map.
(1) Assume that F satisfies
p F(x),F(y) ≤ a p x,F(x) + p y,F(y) + bp(x, y) (2.7)
for all x, y ∈ X, where a,b ∈ R + , a > 0, and 2a + b < 1. We associate to F a family of pseudometrics q k , k ∈ N, given by
Here, r = (a + b)/(1 − a) and b < r < 1. By induction, we can see that
It is clear that ᏽ = {q k } k∈N is a separating gauge structure on X and from (2.9) we have that F is a ᏽ-contraction on X. In this case, ϕ : N → N is given by ϕ(k) = k + 1 and a k = r for all k ∈ N. Also, for any k ∈ N, (2.2) means ∞ n=1 r n q k+n (x, y) < ∞, which according to (2.8) is true since 0 ≤ b < 1 and b < r < 1.
Corollary 2.3 (Reich-Rus). If (X, p) is a complete metric space and F : X → X satisfies (2.7), then F has a unique fixed point.
Proof. Let ᏼ = {p} and ᏽ = {q k } k∈N . Here, A = {1} and B = N. In Theorem 2.2, condition (i) holds because q 0 = p, (ii) reduces to the completeness of (X, p), and (iv) was explained above. Now we check (iii). Assume x 0 ∈ X, x n = F(x n−1 ) for n = 1,2,..., and A. Chiş and R. Precup 177
(2.10)
Passing to the limit, we obtain p(x,F(x)) ≤ ap(x,F(x)), whence p(x,F(x)) = 0, that is, F(x) = x. Now the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.2.
(2) Assume that F satisfies
for all x, y ∈ X and some a ∈ [0,1). Then F is a ᏽ-contraction, where ᏽ = {q k } k∈N and
(2.12)
We have q 0 = p and from (2.11) we obtain
for all i, j ∈ {0, 1,...,k} and x, y ∈ X. It follows that
and also
where the maximum is taken over i ∈ {0, 1,...,k}. If, for example, q k (x, y) = p(x,F i (x)) for some i ∈ {1, 2,...,k}, then
Generally, we can prove similarly that
for all k ∈ N and x, y ∈ X. This shows that (2.3) holds for the gauge structure ᏽ = {q k } k∈N and a k = a for every k ∈ N.
Corollary 2.4 (Ćirić) . If (X, p) is a complete metric space and F : X → X satisfies (2.11) , then F has a unique fixed point.
Proof. Here again ᏼ = {p}, ᏽ = {q k } k∈N , and q 0 = p. To check (iii), assume x 0 ∈ X, x n = F(x n−1 ) for n = 1,2,..., and ᏼ-lim n→∞ x n = x, that is, p(x,x n ) → 0 as n → ∞. From (2.11), we obtain
(2.19)
Passing to the limit, we obtain p(
Thus we may apply Theorem 2.2.
Continuation theorems in gauge spaces
For a map H :
where D ⊂ X, we will use the following notations:
Now we state and prove the main result of this paper: a continuation principle for contractions on spaces with a gauge structure depending on the homotopy parameter. Proof. We prove that there exists a number h > 0 such that if µ ∈ Λ, then λ ∈ Λ for every λ satisfying |λ − µ| ≤ h. This, together with 0 ∈ Λ, clearly implies
First we note that from (ii) it follows that for each (x,λ) ∈ Σ, there exists β ∈ B such that the set
for |λ − µ| ≤ h and all n ∈ N. Consequently, if |λ − µ| ≤ h and y ∈ B(x,λ,β), then : 
